
Levico - Borgo Valsugana
There are two ways to get from Levico to Borgo Valsugana: the 
first one follows the route of the cycling path along the Brenta 
river whereas the second one crosses the whole Val di Sella.

Both ways are designed to avoid the noise and air pollution from 
the main road as much as possible and to enjoy the surrounding 
landscape to the fullest.

> The route
The shortest route starts in Levico, follows at first the Via Clau-
dia Augusta and then the cycling path parallel to the Brenta 
river; between woods, corn fields and apple orchards the center 
of Borgo is only about 15 km away.
Who will opt for the second alternative will for sure be more chal-
lenged by the difference in height but will also be rewarded with 
the luxuriant nature of Val di Sella. From Levico follow the direc-
tions for Barco village and then for località Rio Sella. The path 
passes through the entire valley and then reaches first the small 
village of Olle and then finally Borgo.
Online map: https://www.outdooractive.com/en/route/pilgrim-
walk/valsugana-lagorai-tesino/via-romea-ita-10-levico-terme-
borgo-valsugana/108903602/#dm=1

Start Levico Terme

Finish Borgo Valsugana

Distance 14,4/20 km

Ascent 40/765 m

Descent 124/880 m

Duration  3/5 hour 

Practicability On foot or by bike

We thank for the collaboration: Istituto Tambosi - Trento, 
Istituto Degasperi - Borgo Valsugana.
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> What to visit in  Borgo?
CITY CENTER 
A stroll through the city center of Borgo is perfect for everyone. 
Corso Ausugum is the ancient imperial road that crosses the 
small town and touches some of the oldest buildings and historic 
palaces with votive pictures of the Madonna and the saints paint-
ed on their walls. An alternative to the corso are the so-called 
Portici, an arcade on the left bank of the Brenta river. The pon-
te Veneziano (Venetian bridge) is a small bridge of exquisite 
workmanship, crowned by two niches with graffiti inspired by 
works of Jacopo Fiorentini.

ARTE SELLA
Arte Sella is an open-air contemporary art museum founded in 
1986, where art and nature mix perfectly creating suggestive  
atmosphere and contrasts. The artworks are made on site with 
natural material and are then left to their natural decay.
More info: http://www.artesella.it/it/

CASTEL TELVANA 
The Telvana castle built in the 12th century as a military fortifi-
cation on a strategic position, overlooking the valley from monte 
Ciolino and has quickly become the symbol of Borgo. The castle 
is sadly not open to the public but can still be admired from out-
side walking on “the route of the castles”, also known as “the 
route of the Bersaglieri” starting in the town center.

THE MUSEUMS
Borgo’s museums are (opening hours, guided tours and tickets at 
the links)
n The First World War Museum  

(http://www.mostradiborgo.it/)
n The Casa Andriollo muserum in Olle, museum about life 

of women in past centuries (https://www.visitvalsugana.it/
it/scopri-la-valsugana/cultura/musei-trentini/museo-casa-
andriollo_2226_ida/)

n The Fucina Tognoli museum (https://www.visitvalsugana.
it/it/scopri-la-valsugana/cultura/musei-trentini/museo-
fucina-tognolli_2230_ida/)

n The Spazio Klien museum, inside the town hall, it 
frequently houses temporary exhibitions (https://www.
visitvalsugana.it/it/scopri-la-valsugana/cultura/musei-
trentini/museo-spazio-klien_2238_ida/)

n The sala Galvan houses a large collection of music 
instruments collected (and produced) by the Galvan family. 
(https://www.visitvalsugana.it/it/scopri-la-valsugana/
cultura/musei-trentini/sala-galvan_2229_ida/)

BORGO VALSUGANA

Borgo Valsugana is a small town in Bassa Valsugana; its origi-
nal name dates to Roman times and was first Ausugum and later 
Borgum Ausugi. Borgo is crossed by the river Brenta, which starts 
in Trentino, flows through the whole Veneto region and into the 
Adriatic Sea near Venice; the town has always been a crossroad 
of population s and cultures and has also hosted many important 
historical figures such as Maximilian I, Franz Ferdinand of Austria, 
Napoleone Bonaparte and Vittorio Emanuele III King of Italy.
This burg in the mountains is a great mix of nature, history, cul-
ture and art.
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THE MAIN CHURCH
Also known as Holy Mary church, it is Borgo’s main church.
It has a beautiful baroque façade but what really stands out are 
the internal paintings and frescoes from different eras and the 
remains of St. Prospero, patron saint of Borgo. Other smaller 
churches are:
n The Madonna di Onea Sanctuary
n The Sant’Anna church
n The San Lorenzo hermitage
n The Poor Clare monastery, from which there is a beautiful 

view on the whole valley

SAN ROCCO CHAPEL
The San Rocco chapel lies on the main church’s  porch.
Built in 1509 as a vow from the local community against the plague, 
was beautifully frescoed by the local artist Francesco Corradi.
The chapel houses a wonderful altarpiece made by the so-called 
“secondo maestro della Valsugana”.

HISTORIC BUILDINGS
One of the most important building in Borgo is Palazzo Ceschi, 
built in the 16th century, used to be one of the first building that 
wayfarers met entering town. On the opposite side of the road 
there is the private chapel of the Ceschi family, the Immaculate 
Conception chapel. The building that today houses the Alcide 
Degasperi high school has a peculiar history because, as testi-
fied by its tall chimney, it used to be a silk mill.

OTHER PATHS
Borgo is the starting point of several hikes:
The Chestnut route is a path that starts in Roncegno (about 5 km 
from Borgo) reaches Borgo, Telve and then ends in Strigno.
The boldest ones who want to explore Valle di Sella can reach 
the Costalta cave from the bottom of Monte Mandriolo: in about 3 
hours on the path 205 east they will get to one of the biggest caves 
in Trentino (only guided tours).
The Rocchetta promontory can be reached by a few different 
paths and is the perfect observation point for a bird eye view on 
Valsugana.
Another easy and relaxing path leads from Borgo to Parise (in 
Telve) and to the remains of Castellalto castle.

EVENTS  

Here are some of the cultural and sporting events hosted in 
Borgo:
n San Prospero, the feast of the patron saint
n The Palio della Brenta, the reenactment of the historic 

rivalry between the two factions of Borgo, Farinoti and 
the Semoloti.

n The Dragon Boat races, long dragon-like watercrafts 
race on the Brenta river. 

n The Coppa d’Oro, one of the most important cycling 
races for the Allievi category, that takes place every year 
in Valsugana.
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